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"(Mess and T

'following steps:

1. 14ke a gUess.

2. 'Check the guess.

Objec

is a Process that consistt of at least the

92,

e, module:. _The problemOolVfng strategy

.41

t\t
3. Use the first guess o make ,a better guess.

4. Repeat 4-3.
-J

.

. .
..This'strate6 was sel cte0/by MPSP as the.first.one to for' testing

.. .

the feasibility of developing instructi nal materialsto teach .imoblem-'
. .,

Solving strategies) The process, given abOve is not described in,thq

teachers' booklet. In an attempt tsqdete44ine,whether this protpSs was.
,- , !

evident in the module, the TrialAI teachers were asked during individual

erviews (1) what they percefted to be the objective

(2) if the mateirials were congruent with that Ablective

:Mbst of the teachers Adtntified the objective of

a process similar to t e one given above. These iame,

feltthat the process was present in the instructional
,

ever, t ey" did fyel it was *necessaey to identify that process for the
,

stud nts and continaally reinforce its use throughout the'experIences

z,

Tabies, 12, 13, and 14 -were

of ..6ne* modul e and

the, module to be'

teachers 0 So

,,00.klqt . How-

with the problem de-a.

iii. Problem card selections.

developed for the purpose of identjfying trends in the probliem.card

selectians. The following observations' seem most salient with respect

to t4. selections.

)Tabl e 12

,

1. The mu] ti pl e-condi don .pro bl ems, (V) were attempted least

I
trial s among the, fotir Trobl em, types.

1-
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The green multiple-conditiv problems (V) were attempted east in both

trials among the four problem types at each level .of icultyc

The diagraill (0)4. and mea urement (M) (problems were "attempted most

93.

frequently in both trials., .The measuremehe problems in Trial I

were attemptepia much greater numbee of times than the other problem

,

types. -,Thts iS interesting since the measurement lesson was the

least popular one according to teacher reports.
, 0

Table 13
.

, (
4. For both trials the percent'of the total numbziof.pro.blems attempted

iv. .for eaciprproblemitr. is very dote to ,t,he percent of the- total prob-
--): v

.- 1 :.

lems available .in the deck of that type: ..
. N,

5. iNea/y
/%
half of the problems attempted during Tri;1'-I'are at the blue:

- (easist) level of difficulty. r

Table 14

6. For THal I, a,
. _s

the level of difficulty :increases, the percent of

the roblems ,rated hard incre seS. ForTrial II, the white, prob -.

lems were rated the most dTficult sihenl.the results for bpth trials

are combined, the greeri, problems, rated the hardest followed by

t. .

the-Aite cards not red ones as one would expect."

7.' .The Tr4a1 I students rated a higher perceiftage of the pOblems

/hard," than ..1.w the.Trial students, This observation in' Table 14

is supported by the verbal feedbackirom thetea4hers that thecrob7"
\.

lems in the .deck seemed diffieult for the students. T teachers in

Trial. II did not mention that 'the problems in the deck appeared to

be too dtfficmk for the students. The numbers of teachers ,at,each
,

gralde'level wire ery similar:9r both- trials..

8. The percen tag df problemt aied as "liked" for each problem type

are nearly the sale.
4

T!
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The data in this section rented-to the organization and content of

e module was grouped into three categories: (1 )-editori 1 changes,

) objectives of the module, and (3) problem,card selections. The

a analysis in this section suggests the foltowing recommendations/

anization and content of the module (speci-
r

fi Ily, the on6 used for 4 second t).
4 %

In tructional Booklet

entt related to the

. , ..

A discussion concerning role of "Guess and Test': in problem

soTving should be i7luded the, teacher's booklet or premodule -J.

ctivities.

. he "overview" of ,each lesson should relate the objective of that
-

esson to the overall objective4 i.e:, the %Lips and Test" strategy.:

% 1/4

t appears that the teachers that used this module were able to
1

i entify for the most part the "Guess and Test" process in the

oklet. Those same teachers' mentioned that they foupd it necessary

continually review that process while the students were oliving

th problems in the deck. Since all the teachers did not identify

'th's process, a detailed discussion of the "GUess Tesi ' strategy

sh uld,be included. This recommendation is closely relaed-to

nu be one.

k

. Ne ly all of the teachers were satisfied with the content and

fo t Of the booklet.

51 The teacherit notes were quite appropriate for the teachers in

.

Tri 1 Ili._

el Deck
lr-

6: The alphameric code on the problem cards should'be explained in

the teacher's booklet.



Table 12

Total Number of- Problems Attempted by Students
at Ea 'di Lbvel 'of Difficulty and. Problem Type

95.

Trial I (N=5 classes)4

Difficulty 4.a 1 Problem Type
Level ..-C1 M V . Total

.b10e

yellow

'229(4)a 473(9) 208(4) . 277(23) .

,114(9) 84(6) l80(8) 147(8' 525(3

32(10) 310(8) l27.(8) 64(5) 433(31)

921 63(8) 98(9) 64 (6), 317.(32)

6611) 42(5) 71(7) '36(5)4 ~ 215(24)

633(41) c 666(38) -949(33) 6l9,(28) .42767(133)
5

Trial I J 441=5 classei)b

blue .97(4) 218(6) __ 204(9) 68(1) 67703)

yelfow. 79(9) 107 (6 ).-, 106(8) 9Q(8) ' 38-2(31.)

white 133(10) 49(8) 73(8) 46(5) 301(31)

red 68(9) 82(8) 79(9 1_89(6) 318(32)

green' 5(7) .59(5) 21r17) i :12(5). . 124(24)

Tot al 4a (,al) 515(39) 490(33) ,295(8) 1702(130-

b

Total /pumber of problems.available at each leVel.

Half of all the data for onA.clqss' in, Trial' II wa t for
that Trial.

7

4



Table 13

Percent bf Total Nu er of Problems,Attempted.
for Each Difficult Level and Problem Type

I

Trial I

96.

Difficulty
Level C

Problem Type
Total

:6five 8(2)a 13(5) 17(7) 8(3) 46(17).
l

yellow 4(7) 3(5) . 7(6) 5(s) 19(24),

,t

,white 5(8) 4(6) , 5(6) 2(4) : 16(24).

red 3(7) 2(6) 4(7) 2(5) 11(25)

green . 2(5) 2,,(9 3(5)' 1(4)'. 8(18)
.

.Total 22(29) 24(26) 36(31) 18(22) 1.00(108P

Triar It

blue 6(2) 13(5) ,12(7) 3(3) 34(17)

yellow 5(7) '', 4;(9) 6(6) s.6(6) 1 22(24)
. N -..

white 8(8) '46) , 4(6) *i (8) j' (24)

red 4(7) 5(6) 5(7) 5(5) 19(25)

green .1(5) 4,(4) 2(5) 11(4) 7(18)

Total 24(29)
I

(29) 30(26) 29(31) 17(22) 100(108).

a
Percent of total:problems available at each level. -

C.
b
Greater thanI 00 due to rouridg error. -



Table 14

Percent of Problems Rated as Hard and liked
at,Each Level of DAfficulty and Problem Type

Trial -I

Difficulty o Problem fj/pe>
Level G M Total

blue 10,14a 11,14

yellow ' 11,10 7,6
white 12,14 11,12

red 22,13 '13110

green )18,23. 24,24.

Total ,..12.1s15 - - 14,13.

Trial II

6,22

8,7

'16,13

1'9,9

39,21

-,

10,15

5,12

11,17r,

27,5/
42,22

9,13

8',9

13,11 '
20s9

'38,23

- 18,14 1/9,1/4
/ . '4'

18,14

.
2,3

12.1 /
/ 5,3

A)21,17.#
, -,

4,4
11, ,11.

., -
blue 5,7 4,5
yel TOW 12,10 -13,17 I
white \ 14,11 11,9
red . `1.2,8s 4,7

- ,
:green 14,9 24.,1

Total 11,9 6,9-

'Total

blue' 8,11, 9,10
yelldw 12,10 10,12

Jo

;.white '13,13 1.1,11

red 1701- 9',.9...

green' , f 31;16 24,1

'total 16,12 12,12

15,13./---
-4,8 //

0
,
8

20,13

13,10

'17,0

-422,11

, 9,8* 4

'18,10

15,10 \141,8

4,13 8,9 7,9
5,4 13,15 '.10,10

16,15 16,15 23,13
12,9 15,8 15,9

20,15 30,11 28,17.

.11'.;10 ." 17,12 15,11

a The first humbe indicates the'percent4 students that indi-
-1cated that pro* s ihthese categories were "hard ", and the

second number that they Were "difficult". T.he percent rat."easy" and "liked" can be found by subtracting each of the
numbers respectively -N.611'100.

/

4

1.02
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T. Forj each problem type, the percentages of problems rated 'as "liked?

e nearly the same. . , .

. The specific difficulty ratings for thewhite problems shbuld be

considered. Overall, these problems were rated mot9d'difficulethan

the rikrprOlems.

t Efiectiv n s :

i. .Teach r judgment. 'Phis section of the report will, be pri-

marily concernedWith the data from )t modyle quizies-related to stu-

dent performance. Stu ent performance was assessed directly,through

module quizzis_a indirectllithrough colleetive teacher judg ment,

During the inls rvice sessions and/or indiv4dual interviews the teachert
-. 1;-ii

were asked what they believed to
(

the mosf Suctessful attributes of
1 ..

the mod . ,The following comments are a selection; of those recgOed .

'.
,

from Trialh I and II.

jrial I
C lc_f

.-*t
. ,

at
,:

- ,It made students think about...wilt,they,Are reading and.saAvalyze their
,

thoughts.
.

t
-

A- .

The enthlisiasm.and willin ess of the stqdents to tackle problems.
.

. .

#
- It made the students thin .

A

- It gave the students a willingness to guess.'

Problem ce-d fotmat..7

Trial

made the kids think differently and realize there is frequently

more than one solution to a problem.

- Format of,the materials, that is, a booklet followed by
A
a problem

- Attitudinwl gains.

t,
-

,,,,..
Interesting problems.

.
,

Students of all ability level's found

.

1.

<-\

ccessTiTisiNhe module.

0
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Clearly, most of 'the comments above are related -6, dimensions. of //'

99..

...n effectiveness than student performance. -SOMe(Ohe -dimenSiOns

reflOtted:in the:above comments are (1) AttAtudeS, '(2)- format of .the
2

'Materials, And (3) the approOriatenesS of the modul-Tor all Tbtlity
I /

levels. It,04.0pearS that the,moDe, may have' had a positive effect

on many different areas.

ii. Module quizzed. The module quizzes used for the'evalua-

tibrts were developeldibY the MPSP eV'aluation staff at Indiana with the

assistance of one of the module devflopers from the University of

Northern Iowa (UNI). For Trial I, sixfarMs of quiz were administered

\as'a.post-test only to 212 student par itipated the.trial
;.

(experimentl group) and 74- Tdents,that did partiOate (conttol
. ,

group). For. TrAal 4I, fout forms of a quiz wereadM-Aistered.as a

prethst - post-test tb 225 students.' "Control" studehtswere
not'u:sed

for Trial

Four separ analyses of the quiz reWts'are included in' thiS.

section. ,T e quiz resufts were analyzed by objective and grade

1evel

(1.) for both tri ?s combined,

(2) across tri41s,

(3) for "'each trial separately,

(4) with .respect to the problem card selection'k-

. A-specific criterion level for successful performance was not established.

Rather, the.4uiz results were examined ford ny trends 'that suggested
.

41)changes in the module.
ir

In thesection on organization and content, it was mentioned that
the Trfki I teachers found\the content of the module too difficult
for low-ability students. In contrast, three teachers in Trial II
(two fourth and one sixth) commented that the material'was appropriate
for.all ability levels.



each of the our analyses the fifth-grade classes generally

scoredlower than th fourth- 4c1 sixth-gra4oclasses.' Although this

trend is presenten t e classes involved in both trials, it iltmW

obvious in Trial I (see T les 17, 18, and 19). In an atteipt toiidentify

a cause for this trend, the scor s on the Stanford Achievement Telt (iSAT)

for each class were analyzed.4c-)Table 15 shows that the mean scores for:
r.

(1.) the fourth- and fifth-grade c assesy quite close for,both

trials while the sixth-grades scores are the highest.

), Trial 1, the mean SAT sere ..fdr thy. fourth-gradnS (teachers 40,

13, &.21). is 43:5 ;rid L13..7 for the fifth-.'graders.
. .

(3) 'Trial II, the mean SAT score for the' fourth-graders is 50.0..and

4

at

for Trial II, 65.6'.

(

-..\\
58.0 for the fifth-graders.

(4) Trial I, thp mean SAT score for the seven teachers is-494 and,

\
Table 5

6 Mean dju ted SATScores for the'tlasseg
Use in the Analyses of the Quizzes(

4-

Trial I

Mean
Teacher Adjusted Teacher
Number Grade SAT - Number

Trial II

Grade

Mean
'Adjusted.

SAT

40 3/4 a

...

27 .

i13 4 ' 54'

23. M4/5
4

31
Y

15 5 58 02:

11 5' 44 .04.

22 *5 26
,

26 6 g2 f. 21
...-

14 6 72 20...
ti

4_ 50

6

§?

.54

72

S±0

a Missing data.i,

*.The SAT was administered at the beginning off the -school y ar as
one of the'summatiye evaluation instruments 'of MPSP.

1 ts

f

r
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These-four observations are reflected for the ost part in the -

Uquiz redIts for the two-triils.- With ryrd to e7 firSt observa-
..

, ,,_

.tioh, the sixth'grade performed, the highest in Trial II but scored

lower than.the foUrth-graders 1
.

'tuns i ana tb106e, Table 17 sho that the filh-graders in Trial I

Trial Isee Table 17). For observa-

an the fourth-graders by 1.2 percentage pointer while

the difference for Trial II .is only 4,5percentageopoints, and tN,

JOurth-grade mean_ or bo hArialsare nearly the same (50.5 for Trial I

. .

,versus for triaCII). ,TableS 177, 18, and 19 support the fourth
.

obse041yiOn in-that the eans for the Trial 'II classes are generally
.

higher Than the mean-from 'Trial I.

Thisi.analysis tZitlerning the observAA trend in the perforn'Oce

of the fifth-grade students oes not directly contribute to Sdgges-

I

tions for,revising Ahis module. However, 'the. analysis does show that

for these teachers tho;001eati SAT scores for each grade appeafr to be

reflected in the performance on, the module quiz. Since oni purpose.,
...,

,
)

for developing the moduiVqUiz was to construct an evaluative instru-

Aent..tpaccomapny Vlie final version of the module, 'further analysisUzi
- \

of a potsible,interaftion between the-SAT scores and the s ores on

t he module quizWoul4 contr ibut e to establishing the:validity of the

module quiz. The dctivities'required to carry out, this recommendation
e

were' not 'performed by the MPSP evaluation staff due to the termination,

of the project.

* .
.

For both
etrials combined, Table 16'shows that the !lean percent of

4
cOrryct solutjons on all'forms of the module quiz for both trials is

4

51%0 percent.

-.\.

The fourth- and fifth-lrade- students .Were admi.nistered different
tests for Trial

a,

,,.?

(i?

k
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1

The highest performa.nc'e wad on thefiri.tIbbjective related to

"computation" (71.61) and the .lowest' performance was on the last

problem on the quiz (30.0%). On all except one fOrmgof the quiz the
-19

latt'protilem is a multiple-condition problem. However,. the type of
.

mulitiple- andition
problem that-was selected for the tlast problem's

i Sim .ar to only eight of the 28 multiple-condition problems in

.c, the deck. Also, these eight problems were attempted a total "of 250 ,

times which is ori1y six percent ofttre total atitempts.
,.

the' other

hand, the items used for objective two, Multiple conditions,' are similar

to the majority'of multiple-condition problems inAhe deck._ Thege

)problefis make up 27 percentOf`the total- number:oeproblemS attempted..
. i A.

IN-:performance related to ob3eotive 'tvo ?was somewhat higher (47.8%)
4,

than the, performance o.n the last protl ems (30.0%).

Objective

Tabre-,16'

Quiz Results by Objecti,v_e Grade
Level for Both Trjal-s C bind

4 (N=171-)
Grade

.5 '(N=136) 6 "(N =126) Mean

Computation

Multiple
Conditions

Diagrams

Measurement

Solve a.

Problem Osing
Guess and Test

75.6

50.6
48.9

54.2

,,.267.0

.36.8

72-.3

38.1

40.8

53.5

2
27,5

54.7

56.0

62.8

71.6

47.8,
48.6

26.8

Mean 53.2 't 45.3
._ I 54.3

. Since 'the problems used for the last items on the. quizzes -are also,

for the most part,multiple- ondition problems, _Table 16 shoWs that ?er.

formance on all of, the, "murltiple conditions items was the Lowe ,The
,

section of this report on organization content (see.Table -13) shows
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.that:the multiple- condi'ti'on' problemS,wereptemptd the least n'imber
',. , '

of times in both. trials. The data in Table 16,' together with the
.

frequency, of card selections, su§gests that the number Of cards at-

tempted is reflected in the performance on the qu-kz. This point W.

'be discussed later in this section.4

Across Tria-ls.. Table 17 shows that the performance e-of the Trial

studentn the module quiz was higher. than that of the Trial I 'stuck

- each grade level 'collapsed.across objectives,

- each. objective co/lapsed acro s grade level, and
. ,

thirteen-of the 'fiffeen,Mean gt eac grade. evel and obrjectiv

Although many reasons may-acco ntJor these tr s, four posstble

.reasons are: (1) the ability
v
levels'ofthe students, (?) the difficu

of the.quizzes, (3) the effectiven ss.of-the revised module, and (4)

Ilifferent.teachers. An,analysis of thelean SAhscores for the class,

in both trials shows that the-mean for Trial II (65.6).is higher than

the mean for Trial I (49'.6) (see'Table r5). The quizzes used in Tria.

were developed . analyzing those used forw3rial 1. Therefore, it

.doubtful-that the difficulty level was any less for the forMs 43ed in

Trial II. ,With regard to reasons three and four', it is.tlearly not

possible to determine the exact.coaributions of these ,,factors. In tai

'light of teachers' icomments discussed earlier,' it seems reasonable'to

attribute some of the, improvement in' scores to..the changes in the

module;

For each trial ,separately. Tables 1.8 and 19 show the quiz result

for, each rial. For-the most part, the ,trends observed in these table

are the same as those in Tables 16 and 17. The data Table( 18 and
4. .

is best interpreted with respect to the problem card selections.

.t

1
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Tab 17

eereefityof C rect.An wers oneAzt6s- Across
, Trials and By.brade Level and Objective

On+

Grade'
-4 * i5 ',

Ia IL iI.

Objective ft!-9 (N =93); '(N =78) .(N=.65). (N=71)

.....,

73.1 78.3 .56.73 72.3

sV 51.3 50.3, . 37.$ , 38.4

43.4 51.7 30.1 46.211.

58.1 52.3 41, 48.2'': 56.1

S 26,3- 41..8 4.6 '`W9.

Mean 5a. 54.9 35.3 50.4

104.

h

Combibed
, I

(N=212) :(N=225).

.6

I II

( (N=5"-(N=76)

66.1
"7

42.0 j 61

38.9 L. 64.5

65.2 -',75

43.6

*p7.5 5 1

452.4 . 68.0 52.9.4. 58.8'

27.7 X17.8 36.2

59.3 43.4 54.91

a I - Trial One; II, Trial TWO

.b

0.

C - Computation
V Multiple Conditions
D - Diagram
M - MeasUrement
S - Solve a problem using giliss and test

Problem card selections and quiz results. Table 18 shows the quiz

resultsfor Trial I at each grade level and, objective. fpe follo ng

observations can be noted from Table 18: f

(1) The fifth -grade means are less than the fourth- and si th-grade

`means for e ery objective.

h

(2) For all but one o ective at the fourth grade, the fourth- and sixth

grade experimental mean are greater than the control means.

(3) The mean' for all grades is the lowest with respect to the problems

where the student must attempt to find a solution and show his/her

work.

(4) The mean score for all grades and objectives is 43.4.

Observations 1, 3, and 4 are consistent with the trends previous dis- .

cussed when the results for-botetrials were combined. Observation two
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'1.

Table 18

Quii/fResul is by Objective'and
Grade Level for Trial I

Objecti ve
(N 93- Exp.).

**, (N-13Con.),

'73.1 (74 6)a.

V a 51.3(4E1;0)
.

43.4(35..3),
M y. , 58..1(53.2)

S 26.8b(8t.4)

43'f5(--)c

59.4(70..2)

50.-5(43.5)d

_ Grade

Total Mean
(N=212 Exp.)
(N=74 Con.)

5

kN=65 Exp.)
=1: Con: )

6

N=,54 Exp.)

(N=13 Con.)

55''"'r; '' 4) 6.1(59'.5) 65.2{65.8)

./.b(J47) ,42.0(37.A 43.6(39.3)

30.1(34.3) 38.9(35.7) 7.5(36.2)

48.2(47.4) '`,02.4(35.5) 52.9(45.4),

4.6(18.2) 22. .5) 17.904.0)
.34.2(30.7) 46.3(44.1) 43.3(37..9)

59.8(49.0) 31.5(40,50 47.2(53.2)

35.3(39.6) .44.3(36.7) 43.4(39.9)
-

a
The number in parentheses indicates, the mean percent of correct
solirtions for the control students.

The first number is the mean percent of correct answers, the
second is the mean percent of responses that maintained some
of the conditions, and the third is the mean percent of
responses that did not maintain any of the conditions in the
problem.

c
This- item was not a multiple-condition problem.

d ;Lhe mean, percent of,correct responses on the fast item was
used to calcUlate this mean.

4
is interesting. Even though the mean performance for the fourth

silcth-graders is lel's than 50 percent, the Experimental student

. formed. better than the control students.

Table 19 shows the quiz- results at back grade level and objet ve

for Trial II plus the mean gain in percent from the pretest to post-,

fr.

AB.
test. The following observations seem most relevant from this table.

(.1) There were gains from pretest -to post-test for each grade and

each objective with the exception of the 5th grade with objecti

110
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"

(2) The fifth-grade means are less than, the 'fourth- and sixth -grade

. A..',J .
. ,' 4

....' ,

means for most ofl the objectives. A.

,

'fie

1
...,

.._-

( ) The mean. perCent of Orrect answers for solving problems using
... .. .4

, \
, AuesS and test is lowest for gradesjotip and six and next to the4

106.

lowe0-An_grade five. .% f .

(4) For grades four and 'tki-x, tree- greatest lain wasa'for the "diagram"

prou lems..

(5) For grade fii/e, the greatest gain was on the item where they had

to solve the problem(s).

' (6) The least gain was for the. multiple conditiOn items grades
1

four and five and for the correct solution to the "solve a

problem..." items at grade six.

. (7) The highest 'mean'at each grade level is for the "computation"

,items.

t
('8) The mean 'performance for all grades and forms-of the quiz ranges1

SO

from 48.9 to, 59.3 percent.

The data in Table 20 suggests that for Trial I, there is not a

strong relationship between the average total number of' pr9blems

attempted-by each student and performance on the quiz, nor between

the total amount of time spent with the deck.and performance on the quiz.

Also, a strong relationship does not appear to exist between the average

. number of problems attempted by each student at each level of difficulty'

and performance on the quiz.

A rank-order cdrrelation coeffic
the data.

c

.1.

ots. was used to suggest trends in

1r
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Table 19
.

Percent of Correct Answers by:,
Grade, Form, and Objective.

107.

,
. FoUrth Grade A

I
4. /

llJ
Objectfye Post-Test r- Gain flost-Test, Gain PostAest Gain

./ ' 'Form 01438) ForM C(N=40) ''''`-____Mean'Y

3,.'7---- . . 5.. \ ,

''' C z 83.3
b N

1 "3.3 73.3 3.F :8.3

V p

45.6 .1.4 4'5510 -t 6.15. 5-0.3

e .
d

D 49.1 20.1' 54.2
..____

17.2,',
e,.

43.4'e..
M 58.8. 12.9 445.8, 3.3 58.1,,' -

S 4J.1 1,'8,,,6 '62.4 11.9, 26.8.

Mean 51.6 , 58.2' 9..6, 51.4 11.-1

Fi h Grade

Form 5(N=35) m C(N=4(1) Mean
Objective Post-Test Gain, Post-Test Gain Post-Test Gain.

\ 1
I C 77.1 2.8 ,--.4'67.5/. -6..5 72:3 -3.7

. V 34.3 6.7 42.5 -4.7 38.4 1.0
D - 39.0 .23.8

53'3 11,7 46.2 17.8

M 51.4 ' 4.8 60.8 9.9 56.1 7.4
S 42.9 / 34.3 35.0 25.4 39.0 3.9

Mean 48;9 '14.5 51.8 8.0 50.4 10.9

Sixth.Grade

Form 6(N=38) FOrm CO=38) Mean
Objective Post-Test Gain Post-Test Gain Post -Test' Gain

C 73.7 ' 7.0 77.2 8.8 75.5 ,.7.9

V 63.2 10.5 58:8 6.6 61.0 8.6
'3, D 58.8 19.3 70.2 17.2 ' 64.5 18.3

M h.-8.... 8.8 63.2 3.3 .0 6.1

S t:o -5.3 55.3 11.9 27.7 3.3

Mean 53.7 64..9 .9.6 59.3 '8.8

a

b

Forms .0 and 4 combined
.0

Mean percent of correct solutions

112
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ON.

able 20

roblem,Deck Use and
the Quiz Results

Trial I

Class/
eacher

`
*

13 4 'IS;

'11 A .

15 . 5.

22 5

14 ',6

Mean.

27 4

02 5,

04 '5

21. 5/6

20 6

Mean

b

Tbtal No. of
A,

Jpufit wltfl on the
Total Problem. ck Post-Test,04,taina

9b - 9 450 53.4

6 2 3, 2 2 415 210 32.8

18 11 6" 5 3, 44 --
c

47.1

13 8 7, 5 2 35 275 26.9

4 0 2 1 1 8 180 42.3

10. 5 -5 1,;2 25 . 279 ,40.5

Trial II
4 3. 2 . 1 1 11 60 .1

,
65,31.7

9 5, 2 1 0 17 . 120 5.1,3.

4 2 3 2 1 12 140__ .51.3,9.
ac-/ -

3 5 7 2 20 360 79.0,13.

5 1 15 180 63.0,14.4.

A post test or:4 was used for Trial"I.

Average numberlf problems attempted by each student rounded to
the nearest whole number.

c . .

Mlsslng.data.

For Trial II, the data in Table 20 suggests some relationship be-

tween the performance on the quiz and (a) the averagetal number of

problems attempted and (b) the average number of problems attempted at

each level'of difficulty. Also, some relationship appews to exist

betweem the gain scores and the average number of problemS attemptt

by each student ateach level of difficulty.



Summary of student performard on themod le quiz: In

this section the data from the module quiz for both 'pria s of the module
4

was' analyzed. Also, a summary And diruc-4-n the

relpt6d
im,Usle was presented. I The results

of the data analyzed in this section are summmtz!d below nd followed,
6y recommendations related to pos ible revisions in the mo

1. The teacher feedback from th trials suggests tha the module

may hams .fiadia positive effect on many different areas (see ,*

p. 98).

2. In Trial .I the experimental students outperfOrmed the control

students, across objectives. In Trial II there were consistent

pretest -ppost-test gains across objectives (with the,exception

of the fifth grad on objective C).

3. The fifth-grade mean scores in both trials generally aee less

than the means for the fourth and,sixth grades. Some evidence

was presented to suggest a possible interaction between scores

on the Stanford Achievemeht Test and-scores on the module 461z.

For example, the fifth-grade students' SAT scored lore generall

'Tower than the,SAT scores for the fourth-, and sixth-grade. stu-
it

dents.

4. The, mean percent of correct,solutions on all trials -was 51

a

The students in-Trial II,storedhigher than.the students in

Trial I atpeerly every Obj-ktiveand grade level. Four pos-

sible explanAtions were presented
`\
for the higher scores in

Trial II (yet p. 103).

5. The.iteliw in Which the.student must perform 'a computation to
r .

solve the'problem (i.e., C -type problems) have the highpst

Mean scores, for all grades and objectives.

r

.114
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6 prohL'n - quiz i in which, the student :s

C 'H roblem and write his/her work on the quiz

paper (compered to multiple choice for the remaining quiz

:items). Except for the fifth-grads students in Trial II, the

mean scores on these problems we'rg lower than all'other merr

,cores. (

7. In Trial II, the grdtest gain score for the fourth and sixth or

-,

grades is related to. the "diagram" items.

il..--Stme relationship appears to exist fdr the Classes in.grial II

between the quiz performance and the average total number of

problems attempted overall and at each level of difficUlty.

Also, some relationship was noted between the gain scores for

the Trial ri classes and the average number of problems at-

tempted by each student at each level of difficulty.

iv.- RecomMendations. While the module appears to be. generally

effective and well received, there remain some considerations which

bear further investigation.

1. Further analysis of a, possible relationship between the SAT

scores and the scores on the module quiz shagfg be performed.

2. The higher performance of,the experimental students. compared
r.

ti F;4

to the control students in Trial I suggests that the stddents

were better able to solve the items'on the quiz as a result

of experiencing the modgle, yet the"mean score of correct

'answers for the experi

50 percent.. The rel. ively 1 w performapce by all students

can-perhaps be attributed to (1) the difficulty of the module

quiz and /or (2) the difficulty of the-module.

lasses was only approximately

113
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3. The eAperiences with usIQ'diagrams to solve problems appear

to
/

/have improved the students' ability'to solve proble;S'using

diagrams. The large gain scores related to the "diagram" iltems.i
in Trial II suggeWthatt, me consideration sriii0 be given

i

to determining if there re any features of the le!son on

diagrams which could be used to enhance other yissons.,

Since.some relationship was found betwee the average number

orproblemsrattempted at-each level of difficulty and a

classts'gain'scores on the module quiz, consideration should

be given to a minimum number of probleMs that should be,

7 .
attempted at each level of difficulty.*.

4. Summany and Recommendattan4

The module titled USing(ouestes to Solv Problems was involved in

two field tests .during the 1975-76school ye r in the Oakland Public

,,School , Oakland County, Michigan. The first was from November 4

throw December 16, 1975, and the second 1I'rom February 18 through
6'

March 31,1976. The f4mative evaluations of both trials were con.-

ducted under the gneral design of the f rmative evaluation given in

_Chapter A.' Data was cpllected Concerning the three major questions

of the..formative eyiluations related to the implementation, organize- AA

e_

tion and content, and effectiyeness of the module. This section will

summarize the results of the evaluation findings for both field tests

related to each of the major questions.

a.- Implementation: '. r f

1., The instructional booklet andebroblem deck were implemented in a

variety of ways. Most of the teachers'felt that the ability-grouping

" .

* A discuss ion of this issue is included in the revised teach'er's Module
develOped as a result of this report.

0 \.
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procedures they
t
s
e
leIted and the amount CI,4time spent on each

.._

f viti
Tessoriwere appropriate for their tudents. The recommended teach-

,

dik ' , I. . f

ing groeedures (i.e.r, homogeneous to bf four and one cla§rs period
. 9

pr lesson) appeat tg
.

be ore way to imp the module but not it,

.
r

e

the only way that can be sueceWal'...,The teacher's b&*let should.
.

;mention that a Variety' of ways have'been4twied anT ie been found,
-------, ,..,

1 to be, successful. SeveraLof the ways that have been used to im-

plement the boodet and problem deck coulepierhaps be described.
,

2 : 'It appear fh he module that was used forJrfal II can\be

taughtmit19 one-lesson per clas's period with most fourth-,

fifth-, and sixth-gradestudents.

3. (-The teaeher s booklet does not identify a recommended amount ,

of time that the students should work in the problem deck. Even

if there is not a recommended amount of time, some discussion of

thispoint should be included in the teacher's booklet.*

4. Many of the students in Trial I solved problems sequentially in

the deck, while most of the students in Trial II selected their

'own problems. Both procedures resulted in a decrease in the .

frequency of cards selected as the level of difficulty of the

probTems'Increased. This trend was expected:

b.. Organization and Content:

A discussion coneerning the role of "guess and test" in.problem.

solving should be included in the teacher's
0

booklet.dr premOdule

activifies.4

. The "overview" of each lesson should relate the objective of that

lesson to the overall objective, i.e., the "guqss-and test"

strategy.

.

* This issue is discussed in the revised teacher's booklet prepared as
.

a'result of this report.

P.
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3. It appears that.the teachers that used t s. module ar\e able to

.

identify Kir. the most part the "guess an test" process in the
-.0.

booklet-:---- Those same teachers mentioned hat Ithey ri? it
( 4 0\ rcessary to- continually review that process while the'students

. 4

were sotving the problems lb the deck. Since all .the te$'hers

.

I
did not identify this Oocess, a. detailed discussion orther

- .

Vo
"guess and Pest " strategy should be included. This recommendation

Q.
isiCloselylrelated to number one.

Nearly all ofthe teacheri* were satisfied with the format ofthe

Aooklef. Specifit editorial recommendations are'included in

Appendix C.

5. The teacher's notes were quite appropriate for the teachers in

Trial II.

The alphameric code on the problem cards shouldAbe explained inLthe teacher's oklet.*
4

Some consideration should be givento-a rec4ndation that a

minimum number of prOblemt be solved in the deck and/or at each

levelAyf difficulty:An order to establish the likelihood of a

minimum level of mastery. However; it is Lportant"to keep. in

Mind. that the problem deck was deVeloped so Oat studen..a-t7-7

all ability levels could find some success with the problem

deCk; and, as 'a result,itmay be unreasonable to identify. some

nuMberof problems that should be attempted at each leVil of

difficulty brall students.

For each problem type, the percentages of problems rated",as

"liked" are nearly the tame.

* A discussion of the alphameric code is included in the revised
teacher's module prepared as a result of this report.

'a

6
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. The specific difficulty ratings for the white problems should be

considered. Overall, these problems were rated more di

than the red prpblemsillowever, st of the white, probipms\Were-
,,,.

attempted by fifth-grade_students, t sixth-grade students. .The

white problems may be most appropr to forte sixth -grade students;

and if so, ttlkis,could be,' reason why the white problems were'rated

more difficult than the red problems.

c., Effectiveness: The section related Ahe "effedtiveness"

of ibis module was primarily concerned with the stuqnts 'performance

on th ,module quiz. However, it was acknowledged- at student per-

formai is only one dimension of an effective in ructional, product.

Many of:the other'dimensions of an effective instructional product

are imPli-e4 .41y a0d explicitly identified in statements'one through nine,

,

above. .Ap analysis of the data included in the ections tit -'led "imple-

mentation" and "organization and content" and tq- ata related to the

students' performance_suggests that the module had 'a positive effect

on students in several areas. Many of the suMmary comments and recom-

mendations that are related to the effectiveness of the module have

already been stated with reference to the'implementation-and organi-
.

zation and content. In, addition, the followingxomments are related

to the effectiVeness of the module.

. Further analysig of a possible interaction between the SAT scores

and the scores or ditthe module quiz should be performed.'
I k

2 The higher perfOrmance of the experimental students compned

to the control students in Trial I suggests that the student-SI

were better able to solve the items on the quiz as a result

of qxpe riencing theli*ule, yet 'the mean score of .correct

answers for the experimental ClasseS was only approximately'
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50,percent., The relatively low performance by all students

.can perhap be `attributed to (1) the difficulty of the module

quiz and/or (2) the difficultyjof the module. 41D.0 #

.J3. The exOriences with usin
.1

diagrams to solve ptobl
lip ,st, .4,

have improved, the ttu ents agility to solNurobl

grams. Tt<ie large gain Icor-es rd4ted to the\ndiag
X , ,

#
...

Tri
..
aiFII wg t that some cofisidefation shodfd be

.2,-,,,,

mining if there-are amyfeatures of, the lesion on

e'Used to enhance other lessons.

ship was,found between the average lumber of
4. Since some relatio

'problems attemp

115.

ems appear to

ems using dia-
..

m ac i ttps ?

Oven to deter-
.-

diarams which

ed at each level of difficulty and'a class's gain.

.:.scores on the module quiz, consideration should be,giien to recom-

endir16 that a minimum number of problems be attempted at each

16e1 Ofdifficulty. However, it is important to keep in mind

that the pryCblem dechiwas developed saAhat students of all ability

levels could firld some success with tae -problem deck; and; as a.

ne;4,1t, it may be unreasonable to,identifiiOme, number of 9roblems.,_

'.that,,Oould be attempted at each level of dif iculty by art-
,

students:

.120
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D. USING TABLES TO SOL4E1RQBLEMS

DeACAAIp:tion o 6 the Modute

module titled Using Tables to Solve Problems was involved-in

116.

one rial during the 1975-76 school year in the Oakland Schools

(February le through March 31, 1976. This is a report of the byalua-
c.

tion activities and findivngs of that trial.

The purpoie of his module is.,to,provide a sequjenceof experiences

to introduce stud s to tbe
r

use of tables in problem- solving. The

instructioncal.boOk16 contains sit$x lessons and the 'prbblem deck: con-'

tains five levels of 'problem difficulty.

the Objectives of each lesson are:

1

The six lesson titles and

1. Making -(3 Tabl e

Objective: GiCien a physical situation involving a numerical

relatitInship, the students will 'place entries in

a table that describes the numerical relationship.
s1-.

2. Completing a Table

Objective: Given some entries in tables, the students will

determine the relatnship-ond complete the table.

3. -Using Tables to Solve'Probleni

Objective: Given, problem lituations, the student will make

4

tables to so ve a series- f related problems.

4. Using,Tables-to Solve Mor Problems

Objective: Given mathematical probfems, .the students will build

tables and ,determine entries io4-3Olve the probl ems.

;

Reading Tables,

Objective: G4ven a completed table, the student will be able

4,

to read the table to answer a list of. questions.

141
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6. Solving Problems

Objective:. To acquaint students with the problem deck..

It.isimportant to note that the purpos this module is to int

'duce Students to t4. use of tables in prdblem solving. This module

developed as part one of a two-module Auence on using tables to

w

solve problems. Part two of the sequence has not been developed,: As

a result, the objecivespf this module:do not include .01 the objec-

tives
.

one might identtfy as relevant for using.tables.to solve prbble;
Each card in the problem deck; in addition to being color-coded ti

. 0 ..
In nap difficulty level, was,:coded:With a letter.to indicate the tYI

.

, -
.

of problem. BeloW are the letteeiOdes and an example of each. problE

type.

C plete the. table/.

1BC1

.777 COMPLETE THE TABLE.

Number of
tricycle

\

-

20

,Number of
wheels

.

3 0

.,

,24 300

- "answer a sequence of questions"
.

5BS1.

Rint: Each tricyc
has 3' wheel

Hint: Every time )
turn. the, -har

3 turns, the
goes down 5.

Turns of Reel

Feet ..5

1. The fish locathr shows, fish, at 15 feet. How many turns'o'f

. -
handle s-hould-I make .6 71)0/0- the bait 15 feet?.

2. About how deep.are you fishing vihen it takes 12 turns of th

handle t6 5;se.the-bait to thglAufface?
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M - "make a table" Alb

6BM1

MAKE A 'TABLE WITH 5 MORE ENTRIES TO SHOW THE NUMBERS OF WHEELS

NEEDED.

Wagons

Nheels 4

Hint: Each wagon has 4 wheels.

S "answer the bottom line question"

29BB1

A cartoon commercial runs at 24 framesper second. An artist has

to draw a cartoon fon each fr4me.

Seconds 1

Frames 24 ce

Flow many cartoon drawings does an artist ha've to make Yor 0 16-
4 if

. seconecommercial?

Hint: For 10 seconds you wouldfneed 24D driwing.

,- ?Sr "

1-4-,

R - "read the table"

2711

t

/-

AIRLINE MILEAGE CHART

c.,'
oc,

c, ci..sk- k,
-c

acs

.ke,

kt .,:

.4;
,/

4Pc;b

Chicago 901 1746 719, 1847 617
Los'Angeles 1746 349 X 2454 346 2286
New York 719 . 1617 2454 X 2566

)

200
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How far is it between these cities:

1. Chicago to Denver?

2. Los Angel es to New York?

3. New York to Washington, D.C.?

Hint:- Ff* the row for Chicago. Then read the number under

Denver. That number is the distance in miles from

Chicago to Denver.

Table 1 haws the number of cards of each type at each level of

difficulty.

Table 1

Total Number of Problems of Each Type
at Each Level of Difficulty

Type of Problem

M B R Total

Blue 9 8 10 2 4 33
(Easiest)

Yellow 10 6 9 3 6 34
,.

,..

#'' .' White 6 12 1 6 12> 37

Red 4 4 5 10 6 29

Green 6 6 3 5 23
(Hardest)

Total 35 36- 28 6 31 156

For each of the first five leseons the recommended "teaching proce-

dure" was:

1. Discuss the opening scene (given in the booklet).

2. Guide the students as a whole class through two or three pages of

the lesson.

3: Observe and listen to the students as they work in independek small

groups on several pages of the module.'
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, -4. Give "optional Problems" to lroups who finish early. For
.0.

leson six, the teachers were to prepare the students to'enter the

probiemdeck by having them solve problems. 6n addition to these

recommendations, the Module developers suggested:

- one class period be spent on each lesson, and

- small groups of four students is the "best" way to organize the

-class for presenting the module.

2. Evacuation Design,:

a., General Design: , The evaluation of the module was conducted
, .

under the general design of the formative evaluation given in Chapter A

Of this report. Data was collected related to the three major ques-

tions of the formative evaluations:

1. 'What implementation strategies are appropriate for the instruc-

tiOnal modules?.

2. Is the organization and content of the module' appropriate for

`the intended popuTation?

3. How effective is the module?

All instruments used to collect data. and the number of classes'in which

the insffument was used are shown in Table 2. .

4
Teacher comments concerning the bookletiand problem deck were dis-

cussed as a group at.the in-service'session rather than written in the:

module. The evaluation staff did not decide to collect samples of
Jo°

dent work for the formative evaluations until after the date the 'teachers

had begun working with this module. ,Due to time constraintsi.classroom

observations and written comments.from,the-pr jeci staff were not col-,

lected. Also, the quiz was not availabl= until the end of instruction.

b. Quiz: Two fOms of a ouiz w: e developed for the evaluation

(see Appendix D). The objective to be measured by the quiz were:

f



&.
Tale .

Number of Classes, frlm Which Data
. Was Obtained for Each Instrument

121.

Instrument
Number of Classes

(N =

Time record-instructional booklet--

Time record-problem deck 4

Lesson rating form 8

IritervieW questionneire 6

Teacher debriefing,questionnoire 8

Teachers booklet (with comments) 0

Teachers,problem deck (with .comments) 0

Student quiz (7

Student records-problem deck
, 3

'Student work (sample) (
; 0

Classroom observations 0

In-service tape recordihgs
1
a

Instructional module (with comments) 0

aThis number "refers to one tape recording, not the number of classes.

1. Given a ItabTe,, the studnts will be able-to read the table.

i
2. Given a.table,with two categories and the entries in the first

column, the student.will be-able to generate other entries in

the table4 BP

3'. Given a table with three categories and a random selection of

the entries missing, the student will be able to complete the

table.

4. Given a problem and told to use,a table to solve the problem,

the student will correctly a) writ the headings for the table,

b) complete some entries in the table, and c) solve the problem.

123
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5. Given a problem in which a table coull be used to obtain the

solution but was not suggested to the student, thestudent will

a) use a table to-solve the problem, and b) correctly s'ol've the

problem. If a table is used, the student should enter acCept-

able headings for the table.

The objectives to be measured by the quiz were developed by.the

evaluation staff at Indiana, not by the module developers. The 17-

jectives of the quiz were, for the most part, congruent with t b-
L

jectives of tie module; however, one exception needs to be noted.

Objective 3 was, ot an objec of the module, but since the problem'
44

deck,contaios-several three-category, tabl s, this objective was in-

ClOded as one to be measured on the mo u quiz.

The items written to measure each'objective on each form are:

Items - Form A

1

2

3

4'

5.

Objective

1

2

Items - Form B

1

2

3

4

5

For prbblem 1,.all,four parts on form A and three out of four parts

on form B are multiple-choice items. Thee fourth part of number 1, form B,

is a-completion item. The remaining problems on both forms are ones

where the,stuApnt is required to complete or generate a table. Table-3

shows the criteria and corresponding pOints that were assigned to the

items for the purpose of scoring the quiz,



Table 3

Criteria and Points for Each Item
ofd the Tables Module Quiz

123.
r .

Item Criteria Points.

Correct answer
1

Incorrect answer 0.

2 All entries ire correct C '2
Some entries are correct 1

No entries are correct 0

All entries -are correct , 2
Some entries are correct

1

No- entries are correct 0

COrrect headings
1

Incorrect headings 0

Aflentries correct 2
Some entries correct 1

Ao entries.correct 0

Correct answer
1

Incorrect answer 0

Correct answer 1

Incorrect answer 0

Used a table to solve
I

Did not use 'a table to solve 0

There is eviaence,the student
tried to use,a 1

%,,No_evidence of ,a table . ()

Correct Ileag,ings
1

Incorrect headings 0

1,4,, No structural error

Structural terror (An error in
1

understanding the problem) 0

No executive error 1

Executive error (An error in
manipulation or calculation) 0

148
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All of the teachers except one gave the quiz to their students after

at least three weeks of work-with the problem deck. One teacher was ill

for an extended period of time and admioistered the quiz to hi students

when 'they hail had no work in the,problem deck. This will be commented on

further in the-analysis section of this report. Each teacher randomly

distributed the two forms of the quiz to his /her students so that one

half completed form A and the other half form B.

\o

c. Data Collection: The first teacher in-service session for thi§

module involved all of th activities described in the "general evalua-

'tiOn design" of, the formative evaluations. The data collection outline

for the formative evaluations involved three additional in-service ses-

sions for the pkmary purpose of evaluating the modules. Due to ice

storms, the first and second evaluation in- service sessions for this

module 4 cancelled. As a result, the feedback on the booklet and

problem'-deck was obtaihed during the third session.

It is important to note that the group of teachers eoup )1) that

field-tested, this module. consisted of only fifth- and.sixth64de-
.e,

teachers and students. No data is available to determine the appro-
.-

priateness of this module for fourth-grade students.

3. .Anato,i4 and Resutts

a. Implementation: The formative evaluation attempted `to answer

four questions with respect to the implementation of the module:
/ e

3. How do the teachers implement the instructional booklet and
o.

problem deck? ,

2. How much time do the teachers spend on the instructional booklet

and the problem deck?

3. How many problems at each level of'difficulty were selected?

4 1 iee.
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. What recommendation .do the teather'p have for implementing the

modules'in the curriculum?

i Description of Implementation Procedures. Table 4 shows the

implementation p'rocedures- used' by six of the teachers. In an effort to

examine how well, the module'"fit in" with the teacher's usual-instructional

modethe teachth were asked to describe their u,sual instructional mode
.

in mathematics and other areas d compare their usual procedures to their

work with the module, It is i7teresting that many of the teachers changed

instructional modes when they/began working with the,ModuiR (e.g., individ-

ualized to Whole tl. ass) and that none of the teachers any difficulty

with 'the change. ,It appears that' a variety of ways wer)used to implement

'the bOoklet and all the teachers were pleased with the approach they selected.

A variety of ways were alto-used to implement the problem deck. Most of the

teachers did use'some form of small-group instruction and-homogeneous

grouping seems to have wtpzdked best. It is also important to note that in

most of the classes, the students selected their own cards, rather than the

teacher Aligning the ,cards.'

'The format of this' module (an instructional booklet Sollowed by a

problem deck) is one of several that could be used ,to teach problem solving'

strategies and skills.. Another format wouldbe to provide the students

with carefully selected problems and simply have the studelts solve a,lot

of problents. Since the research on problem solving is not conclusive con-

cerning efficacious instructional formats, the teachers were asked whether

the instructional booklet was necessary or whether some form of practice

with the problem deck would have been sufficient for teaching the students to

'use table Problem solving. The teachers' responses to this issue are

part of e statements listed under "transition from booklet to deck" in

Table 4. ,The other statements under this heading refer to the issue of

130
1
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Table 4

Implementation Procedures for the
Booklet and Problem Deck

Teacher ' Usual in-
number/ structional
grade mode

Booklet
Transition

Deck from booklet
to the deck

Comments

08/5 , -Math-homo- -Khole
geneous class
groups of
6-10

-Whole class
in other
areas

28/5 -Math-com-, -Whole
pletely. class
fndividu-
alized

-All modes
in other
/areas

- Students ..- -Good

selected.
teams(2-4)
-Usually
homo-
geneous

- Heteroge:

neous
groups(3-5

- Teacher

assigned
grou0s

- Selected

own cards

.29/5-6- -Math-com-
pletely j.
individ
alized,.
-All modes
in other
areas

05/5-6

-Whole
class

-Small \cWhole
groups and class for
individual- the 1st
ized in all page, then
areas individual

work .

1 f"`", 4

1.

-Students
selected

- Tended to

be homo-
geneous

-Group' mem-,

bership
changed
-Selected_

own cards

-Good

- BoOklet is

needed and
first

- He needed'

to review
,the book-,
let at.

times

-Good
'-Booklet is
needed and
first
She needed
to review
the book-'
let at
times

Student
selected
groups of
2

- Selected

own cards

k

-Problem
deck is the glir
heart of
the module

-The mode he
used was
felt to be
the best
considering
all the ones
he tried
laSt year

-He would yse
homogeneous
groups the
next time'

-Worked well
for these
:students

-None

Is
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4

Table 4 (cont.)

Implementation Procedures for the
Booklet and Problem Deck

,

Teacher Usual in-
number/ structional Booklet
grade mode

Transition
Deck from booklet

to the deck
Comments

18/6 -Heteroge-
neous.

,-g.rsups in

all ?areas

24/6

o.

I

Individual - Homogeneous -Good ' -Workd,
work groups of AAooklet is well

- Teacher se- 4a good in-
lected one troduction
member of
the group
to explain
the solution

- Students moved
at their own
rate

- Individual- -Whole
'ized in all class for
areas the first

3 lessons
-Some went
individual-
ly, most
remained
.with the
whole
class

hoW\

probl

"-Individuals
& small
groups

- Selected

own mode

-Booklet -None
made stu-
dents "will-
ing to
try prob-

. lems

the instructional booklet prepared the student to enter the

deck. Ihe responses from the teachers indicate that (1) the

booklet is needed for instruction in grades 5 and 6 and (2) the booklet

adecitiatelyprepares the ,students to enter the pl-obrem deck.

ii. Amount of Time. Tables 5 and 6 show the amount of time

each teacher spent' with the instructional boOklet. Almost every lesson

was taught in one class session with the mean length of a session around

45 minutes. Although teacher Q5 took nearly two class sessions for each

lesson,'the mean number of minU4s he spent on each lesson was,less than
4

1the mean for all teachers. The fifth- and fifth/sixth-grade teachers spent
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approximately'the same number, of class sessions on each lessonat- the

sixth-grade teachers but required a greater number of minutes to complete

a lessen- This data agrees with the reports of the fifth- and fifth/sixth-

grade teachers that they were "pushed" to complete soTe of the lessons in

one class period of "usual" length. Lessons 2 and 3 required the greatest

number of class periods an minutes to complete for all of the teachers.
I

Another observation from Tables 5 and '6 is that the number of class perioa

used for.each lesson and the len§th of each period remained rather constant

for each teacher. Other-than the two observations that (1) lessons 2 and 3

required the greatest amount of time and (.2) fifth-grade teachers had to

spend more minutes on each 1esson,than sixth-grade teachers, the fluctua-

) tions.in the amount of time spent on the booklet seem to be a function

of the individual teacher's style. The data in Tables 5 and 6, together

with the teachers' comets, suggests that:
, 4 A

1) most of the lessons can be taught in one class period at grades

5 and 6;

.2) the lessons require onithe average 45-50 minutes to complete at'

grades 5 and 6; and

3) lessons 2 and 3. should perhaps be shortened.

Four teachers recorded the amount of time spent on the problem deck.

Table 7 shows the repOrts of these teachm. When the teachers were

interviewed concerning the,instructional patterns they selected, each

teacher was satisfied that h*s/her approach was successful in his/her

classroom. These four teachers each spent around three weeks with the

problem deck. Though several teachers commented that they could hav

used more time to solve problems, in the deck, they felt that three w eks
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Table 5

Number of Class Sessions
..

for Each Lesson .,

1,' -
,

,.,Teacjier

Number Grade

-4., A....1
08 5
4 5

29 /6

05 :, 5/6

01 6

.0.9. ,
. 6 '1,4

18' .6 .,

24

Lesson

1 2 3 . 4 .5 6'

1 1 1
1

1

,
1 1.5 2 1 1 1

.1 1 1 1

...2 2 2 2' 1 1

,'

1 1 T 1 1 0 1

1 1 2 1 1 1

1 1 -1. 1 1 1

1 1 1 . 1 1

ry

Mean 1.1 1.2 1.4 '1.1 1.0 1.0

40,

, Table 6

'Number of Minutes Spent
on Each Lesson

1.0

1.0

1.12

Teacher
Grade

Number
Lesson

1 2 3 4 5

08 5 2 4, 2 2, 2 4
.28 5 4 3 .5 4 4 2
29 5/6 3 4 4 4 4 _P

05 5/6 2 4: .4 2 2 1

041 6 2 2"' 2 2 2 2
09 6 4 4 4 2 1

18 6 4 3 4 4 1.

24 6 . 1 1 1 1

a
1 - Aless than 35 min.
2 35-45 min.

. 3 45-55 min.
- 55-65 min,

5 greater than 65-min.

Data ritys not.+eported forct-Z empty,cells.

vq. 1:34
'47
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Wasen adequate amount of practice prior to taking the. quiz. The data

from 'fable 7 and teacher interviews indicate,, that the.problemr-deck was

implemented using avariety of instructional patterns and the teachers

were pleased with the approaches they elected.

.,

Table 7

The Instructional Patterns/Time
That Four Teachers Spent

With the Problem Deck

'Teacher Number rnstractional Pattern/Time

08 The deck
4wasavailable for 18 days...

students worked on.cards during("free time."

7 24 The students used the cards twttea week
foT three weeks.

28 The deck was used for five'consecutive
complete periods -and two more periods on
successive Fridays.

29 The deck was used for four weeks, two or
three times per week, for one-half hour
each time.

iii. Problem Card Selection, Only three teachers provided a
f

'record of the problems t Students selected. Table 8 shows that Vie

frequency of cards selected generally decreased a.he difficulty in-
,

creased. This observation is interesting since the students in nearly

every 'class selected their own cards. Class 29 attempted a great many

moreprOlems than.the other twits classes. The section on."effectiveness"

will.examine whether the number of problems attempted by Class. 29 'compared

to the other two Classes is reflected in the performance on the module

quiz.

Oh:

I 3 3



Table- 8

Total.Numbe.r of Problems Atiehpted
at tacYLeve1 of Difficulty

fOt Threel-eachers.

.1`3

Difficulty
Level

Teacher Number

0 29 Total'

f ,

- Blue 157: 102 309 568
.

.

Ye Now 89 171 100 360
..

.1,

White 81 33 78 ) 19
- .

Red 46 66 '61 172

Green 43 7 32 : 82

TOtal 4.1.5 379 ' 580

4

)

a
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iv. Comments and Recommendations. The data discussed in this

section suggests several recommendations related to the implementation of,

the module:

1. The instructional booklet and the problem deck were implemented

in a variety of ways. Every teacher felt that his/her methods were

appropriate r his/her student's. The recommended teaching procedures

given in the teacher's booklet (see pp. 119-120) appear to be one method

for..using the module. The teacher's booklet might list seultral other

me hods that have been used to.implement /the module.

,

)

2. It appears that the booklet can be used in six days (one day per
-,)

lesson) with most fifth- and sixth-grade students: tessons 2 and 3 io.

a

should be shortened. The problem deck was Aed for approximately

three weeks prior to-administering the module. All classes; however,

did not spend the same amount of time with the problembea during the

three weeks. Although the teachers stated they could have used more

time with the deck, they felt that their procedures for implementing

the problem deck during the three weeks were adequate preparation for

the quiz. The teacher's booklet does not identify a recommended amount

of time for the'students to work in the deck. Iven if there is not a

. ;
recommended amount of time, some discussion of t is point should be

included in -he' teachers booklel.

3. Most of the students were allowed to select their own cards

4

from the, deck. Three teachers reported the rd selections with 580,

415, and 379 problems attempted in these classes. The section

"effectiveness" will consider whether the number of cards attempted

is related to the performance in these three classes.

b. Organization and Content: The formative evaluationsattempted
.IK

to answer a variety ofquestions related-to the organization and content of

137
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1()
-

he module. The following instruments /forms in Appendix 13 should be

examined to identify the questions consider .d in the. evaluation:,

IL'Interview questionnaire

- Teacher debriefing questionnaire

- Action research discussion questions
,

- Lesson rating form

Appendix. D cOntains a summary of the data obtained from the inter-.

C
views a'nd discussion sessions. This dat , together with the results of

the Teacher Debriefing Questionnaire and/ Lesson Rating Form, indicates that

nearly every teacher involved in the field testing of this module was

pleased with: '-4.

1. the congrUencjt between the Objectives and the content of the module

2,' the display 49d forMatofithe booklet and problem deck, and

3. the mathematical, psychological, and pedagogical appropriateness of, .

the module's content for the grade and ability levels of the'students.

BOth strengths and weaknesses of the module can be identified from the .
data.- The teachers reported that the major weaknesses of the module were:

1. The module lacks variety in\llat:

a. most of the problems are' 'constant ratios," and

b. there are very few problems of the type where the students are

given the problem statement, asked to solv problem using

a table but not given the headings and some of the entries.

2. The booklet does, not emphasize for the teacher and student the

variety of ways that one can geneate the entries in the tables.

The module does not explain the difference/relationship between

using tabes versus using organized lists to solve problems.*

Prior to using the "tables." Modules, the teachers field-tested the
Organiztng Lists module. The teachers felt that if 'both Module's are
to be used by'a teacher, a discussion of the difference /relationship
between the.two modules would be useful.'

138.
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he first weakness must be examined related to the purpose of this

ale. The purpose is to introduce students to the use of tables in

.problem solving and not to'provide all of the experiences related to

this skill. Since the teachers were unaware of the "introductory" pur-

pose of the maule, this first concern of the teachers is not of major

importance. It does impTy, however, that this module alone c nnot be

presented to teachers as one that Contains all of the skills r lated to

using tables to solve problems.'

At the first teacher session the project staff prcoiided a detailed

explanation of the module's content. Included in that explanation was

a discussion of the variety of ways that can be used to generate the

entries. in the tables'Uted in the module. During the individual teacher
,

interviews, nearly every teacher commented that4hey would not have

seen the different ways to generate entries if it had hot been for the

irT-service sessions. Moreover, every teacher stated that the teacher's

notes were not .useful in this respect. This was further evident from

the responses on the Lesson Rating Form. The teachers also felt that

the module attempted to "show" the students how to generate entries

.through the use of true-falie items but more emphasis was needed. Two

of the fifth-grade teachers and the teachers who had some fifth-grade
.1

students in their flasset felt that fifth - graders had greater difficulty

generating entries than sixth- graders.. This will be commented on further

in the "effectiveness" section of thisrepd"rt.

Group 11 field tested the module titled Organizing Lists three months
I)

before using this module. Although all of the teachers felt there were

differences 'and similarities between the types of problems in the two

mOdule, nonewas able to identify the difference(s)/relationship.

Since the developers feel'that the heartof the module is the problem

deck, the patterns in problem card selections, are of particular interest.

139
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Tables 9, 10, and 11 were developed-for this purpose. The following

observations seem the most salient with resbect to. the problem card

selections. (Note: The data in these tables is .tile result of feed-

back from only three teachers.)

Ta le 9

'total Number.of Problems
Attempted for Each Problem I at

#

Difficulty
Level

Blue

Yellow

,White

Red

G,een
4

Total

Each Difficulty Level

Probl Type

TotalC S IM B , R

239(9)b 129(8) 167(10) 5(2) 29(4) 568(33)

101(10) 77(6) 108(9) 41(3) 33(6) 360(34)

30(6). 64(12) 13(1) 49(6) 36(12) 192(37)

25(4) 15(4) 52(5) 58(10) 22(6)' 172(29)

18(6) 16(6) ' 11(3) 33(5) 4(3) 112(23)

412(35) 301(36) 351(28)' 186(26) 124(31) 1374(156)

a .N
= 3

c.
b

(9) cards of this type and difficulty level re in the deck.
4,.s

Tal-11-11

1. The "reading" (R-type) problems were tried on the average by the

fewest number of students. The quiz results to be discussed in the next

section show that around ninety-five percent of the students were able to

read tables.

2. The S- and,B-type problems were attempted fewer times than the C.-

and M-type problems., Although the4S-, B-, C-, and M-type'problems all ."

require the student to c lete a table, the S- and B-type problems ask

the student a question (B-type) or questions (S-type). Perhaps a quelon(s)

140



on the card led the students to select these types of problems less

.I quently4

Table 10

Percent of Total Number of Problems Attempted
for Each Problem Type and Difficulty Level

Difficulty
Level

Problem Type

C 'S M B R

Blue 17(6)a 9(5) 12(6) <1(1) 2(3)

Yellow 7(6) 6(4) 8(6) 3(2) 2(4)
e

White 2(4) 5(8) 1(1) 4(4) 3(8)

Red 2(3) 1(3) 4(2) 4(6) 2(4)

Green 1(4) 1(4) 1(1) 2(3) <1(2)

Total 29(23) 22(24) 26(16) 13.5(16) 9.5(21)

Total

.40.5(21)

26(20 ,

15(25)

13(19)

5.5(15)

100(100)

/e'

U (6) percent of the total number of cards in the deck are of this type"
at this level of difficulty.

Table 10

3. Twenty-one percent ofiall cards were R=type'problems while.only

9.5 percent of all problemS attempted were this type. The teacher inter-

views revealed-that these problems were good for motivation but reading

tables was not a new skilifor.the students in these classes.

4. Nearly 30 percent of all the probleselected were type .0 with

17 percent of the 30 from the blue, difficulty level. Nine blue cards

were C-type with seven of the nine located in the first third of the

blue problems. -Although most students selected their own: cards, the

data .on the individual problems indicates that the students Selected most

:t:t1bf the problems from the first third in each difficulty level. The large
qtt

percentage of C-type (and blue=C-type) probleMs selected may be due to

the location of the cards In the deck rather than to some other character-

14.1



istic of the problems.

I

Table 11

Percent of Students that Rate Problems as
Hard and Disliked at Each evel of

Difficulty and Problem Type for Three Teachers

Difficulty
Level

1P-

C

Blue 9,13a

Yellow 29,23

White 13,13

.

Red. 9; m;

.,-..:1,..

Green - 33,22

137.

Problem Type

S M B R Total

---"'

7,11 7,11

12, 3 . 17,16

3,11 7,10

18,1s . 17;17

25,25 35,27

'Total 16,16

8,12 .2, 6 0,20

b

18,17 10;12 5,15

8, 8 '0, 8 6,10

j, 7 lk.,15 22,22
. L..
38,25 '27,27 40,3Q

12,13 7,10 1.7,19 . 10,14/ 12,14

a
The percents for "Easy" and "Liked" can be found by subtracting etch
number from 100 respectively.

Table 11

5. For all the rob.ems attem ted, nearl 90 'ercent were rated b

ogefihe students as "easy" and "liked."

6. The yellow type C, S, and M problems appear to be rather difficult.

7. Within the green problems, which were Considered to be the most

difficult, the S- and B-typte problems were rated the hardest. (These types

are characterized by the use of questions.)

8. For all problems, the C-, S-, and B-type problems were noted as

the hardest. Although the S- and B-type problems are characterized by

the use of questions, mamy of the C-type problems also contain questions.

9. The C-type problems were consistently rated the hardest for all

'difficulty.levels save level green.

142
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The,data discussed in this section suggests the following recommenda-

tions related to the organization and content of the module:

Instructional Bookie)

1. The "introductory" nature of this module should be discussed

in the teacher's edition and perhaps mentioned in the title of the

module.
. 1

2. The role of "tables" in problem solving shduld be explained

the teachers in the teacher's edition.

3. If teachers are. to use this module without,the aid of in- service

education, the teacher's notes should provide a detailed presentation of

the mathematics in the module,,

4. The instructional booklet should provide additional emphasis related

to the variety of ways to generate entries n tables. Implementing recpm-

mendation 3 could alleviate the weakness that ,motivated this' recommendation

and/or additional material could be provided"in the student booklet.

Problem Deck.

5. The quantity of reading (R)-type problems should be reduced and/or

,the difficulty of these problems should be increased for fifth' and sixth

glade students (see p. 140 for a further discussion of this recommendation).

6. The C-type problems at the blue difficulty level should be more

evenly distributed among the set of blue problems.

7. The yellow type C, S, and B problems should be examined for their

location in the deck'.

difficulty level.

Some of these problems should be moved to a higher

8.. The distinctions between all the-problem types, should be discu ed

in the teacher's booklet. Particular attention should be given to the

tinctiontiimilarity.between the C- and B-type problems.
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4 f

9. Relatively high percentages on "hard" and/or "dislike" suggest

that the following pkoblems be examined: blue 80 19, 20; yellow 1,

16; red - 2,'3; green - 1.

0
10. The alphameric code on the problem cards should be explained

in the teacher's- hookletC

Effectiveness: The two previous sections concerned implementa-

tion.and organization and content of the module This section will 'be

primarily 'concerned with the data from the module quiz related to stu-

dent performance.

Te'acher judgment. Data from the in-service session and the

teacher interviews provide some evidence related to' the effectiveness
,

of. the module. 'Some of the teachers comments are:

- This is the best module we've used. ('four teachers)

- The.students had good attitude's. (six teachers)

- Some carry-over was noticed in other areas. (two teachers)

At some point during, the evaluation activities every teacher commented

that his/her students had attained the objectives of this module. Also,

nearly every teacher stated that students of all ability levels were

able to find some success with this module.

results. ,fn'order to provideIditional evidence of

whether the student's did attain the objectives of the module, the quiz

results will first, be analyzed and discbssed related to each objective.

The, objectives of the quiz were developed by the evaluation staff

through examining the activities in the instructional' booklet and the.

types of problems in the problem"deck. As a result, the-quiz results

can be analyzed with respect to the content of the booklet and"thie

problem deck.
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Table 12 shows the results of the module quiz for each-form and

at each grade level. kspecific criterion level for successful per-

"formance was not established. Rather, the quiz results were examined

for any trends that suggested changes in the module. The five ob-

jectiyes to be measured by the quiz are given on pages 121-122. The

quiz results suggest the following related to these objectives.

Objective 1: Nearly every student (93%) was able to correctly read

a table. This data, together with the fact that very few stu-

dents selected the RAype probleMs in the deck, suggests that the'

'- '-reading" problems may be rather easy for most fifth.; and sixth-

grade students. Several teachers commented that reading tablt

was not a new skill foi fifth- and sixth-grade students. However,

they did feel that the lesson on reading tables was useful for

motivation. Also, it is possible that the high performance'on

problems concerned with reading a table is the result of their

prior experiences with the lessons related to completing tables.

That is; the skill of reading a table may be developed-as the

student has experiences with completing tables.

Objective 2: The problems related to this objective require .the. stu.-

dent to complete a' table with two categories. .The probleMs re-

latedto objective 4(also require the student tp complete a table

with two categories. On all of the problems related to these

two objectives, when the criterion is "correctly completing some

of the entries, " 80 percent of 'the students met the criterion.

' This level of success may perhaps be attributed to .4he large

'lumber of problems in the deck that were attempted where the

student was (at least):asked_to complete a two7categog table.

Except for the "reading problems and 10 problems that have 'three.

1
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Table 12

Qu z Results: Form A

Problem No. Criteria

1(4)

.2 correct entries

3 1st entry correct

2nd 'entry correct

3rd entry correct

all entries correct

correct headings

correct entries

Correct answer

used a table

evidence of a'table

correct headings

no structural error

no execotfVe'ertor

answeranswer

Maximum
b 5th Grade

Mean (N =41)
6th Grade

Mean (N=54)'

1 . .89 .94

1 ., '.89. -.94

,

1 .91,- ..96

1 .93 .98

2 1.53 1.61

r

1 .73 -.77

1 .. .66 .69

1 .60 .63

2 1.31 1.38

.1 '.86 .91

2 1.56 1.64

1 '.60' .63

1 -.47' .50

:1 .64 .67

'1 ..42 .44

1 .91 .91

1 .94 .94

1 .58 .61

See p. 123 for details of the qUjz criteria.

b
. Maximum, refers to the total number of points possible on that item.

For these problems, only the final-answer was examined.

(continued)
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Table L12. (Continued)

Quiz Results: Form B

Problem No. Criteriaa
b

Maximum

1(1) .

..

sl (2) 1

. .

1(3) . 't.- -

.

1

,..

1(4) selected 12 1

.,...

selected 2 1

5th 'Grade

Mean (N=40)
6th Grade

Mean (N =53)

:91 .98

.91 .98

;90 .97.

,.88 .95

0..88,. , .95'.

selected 4 1. .86 .92 .,

selected 6 1 .87 .94

correct entries 2 1.58 1.70

.
3 1st entry correct 1 .. .71

,

.76

2nd entry correct., 1 .. . :...68
.4

.73

3rd enty'ycorr'ect 1 .67. .72

4th entry correct ,. 1. .69 174

all entries correct 2 1.30, 1.40.
. -

correct headings 1 , .87: .94

correct entries . -2 l'.52 1.63

correct answer 1 .63 .68

used a table 1 .27 .29

evidence of a table 1 - .32. .34

,

correct headings
-.1

:23 .25
.

,

no structural error 1 '..92 .91

.,,

no executive error
1 .78 .76..eye

,correct answer . 1 I ,.35 . .38

See p. 123 for details of the quiz criteria.

b"
Maximum, refers to the total number of points 'possible on that item.",

For these problems, only the final. antwer was examined.
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categories6;; all of the problems i n the deck involve completing

two-c.;tegory. tables..
.

Objective 3: The problems related to this objective also ask the stu-

dent to complete a table but 'now the table has three categories.

Sixty-seven "percent of the students correctly completed some of

the entries., Itis interesting that only 67 percent were able

to complete, the tables in the problems related to Obijectivethree

while 80 percent were -successful 'in the problems related to db-°.

-stectivestwo' and'fpur.. Only ten problems in-the problem deck

ask the student to' complete a.table that has three categories.

Also, only six percent of the problems attempted were this type'.

It- appears 'that the ability to complete two-category tables does

not' necessarily Make one effeItive at completing three-:category

tables. The tea,chers that have fifth- and sixth-grade students

remarked that' the fifth:graders had more difficulty completing

k
the'three7category tables than the sixt,h7graders. This remark

is not,.supported by the qiiiz results stnce approXimately 67 per--
1 \

'cent at each grad level correctly completed the tables. It'

is important to note that the objectiye of completing three=,.

4'.

category tables was not an objective of the module but was included

by the -eyaluation,,staff as an objective ,to ,be-measured by the

quiz stnce several problems in' the problemdeck involve_three-
..

cate,gory tables.'

Objective 4: One of the criteria established- for the iireblelns related

to this'objective Was the same-as that, dikussed, for, o "v.e

two ; that s , "the 'student . Will' correctly compl ete`

'

at.eritries.q The results related,,to this criterion are

aboVe. ,The aciditional,.Griterla 'for these problems on ittiOuit..

14 8
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were tbat the students woi,ild (a) enter acceptable titles for the

categories.and (b) obtain the correct answer to the question O.

Nea,r1Y 100 percent were able to identify appropriate headings- for

the tables. The TrOblems related to objective five also re'quired'

the student to enter titles for the categories in the tables. in
i0

the problems related to objective five, nearly 90 percAtentered

acceptable titles. Only three problems.in,the booklet and 15 (10%)

problems in the deck require the student toTteleCt titles for the

categories. It appears that even though the module does not\pro-
.

vide a great'deal.of practice at identifying titles, the student's

weresuccessful at this task with the problems related to ob-

jectives four and five.

When the'correct answer is used.as the criterion, 66 percent

of the sixth-graderssand 62 percent of:the fifth- graders correctly

. solved. thee- problem.. ReCalT that .the Aata:on problem card-selecr'-

tions shows that the_ problems where the student is asked to answer
. :..

,,,a.questionuSiKOtable (types B and S primarily) were ratedftre,
.

.. .

. ...,/

difficult than the. problems where they are not asked a.
-..

. ,. .

Objective 5 For the problems related to this ,objective the students

. were not given the'frameworlc for a table nor were they told to

. .
Use a table to solve. the problem.' Table 13 shows that 39 percent

of the students used a table to obtain an answer while 27 percent

.used a table to get a correct answer. Sixty-nine percentof those

that did tise.a'table did get the correct answer while only 36,per-
..

cent'ofthose who di'd not Use. .a table found the correct solution.

.16St of the Clits-Mg;;;IrWbelowo5V0ercent when the criterion is

. ,

the correcteanswer.*

* Thfs, of course, may, be due to the difficulty of the problems on
the quiz.
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, -,
.

Teacher 24s tudents peformed considerably, higher than the othe)

classes,. This teacher did' notrecorl the ,problem'-card selections

butt did..repOrt that the students used the cards twice a week for

three weeks. Teacher 24's implementation
procedures for the book-,

l et and the students'
characte)stistics (e.g., ability levels, socio

economic background) were similar to the other teachers and as a
. , , .

result do not appear t-6 be the\reason for high performance

Although only-49 percent of the stdepts obtained the Oarrect. ,

solution to the two problems' related to objective five, the per;-

form

,

ance on problem. five on fort!) A was considtly higher than

the performanctbn problem five on form 8, 60 percent .versus. -37

s .percent. (he Table 12). Also, 49.perceht of'the, students` used a/.1 ,

table; to solve problem five, form A, while only 28 pecent useda. ,

table on form B.'

), Table° 13
.

Percent of Students .Thot Used Tables for 'the

Problems Related.to Objective Five

Number
of

ade Studentt

:-.-
;

7
..

5:

...08 5-

05 .5/6

29, 5/6

Oi 6

09 6
r...

24' ... .6

. ./. Used a.. Table pA
/

.Used ' and got the. native' " COrre
Tablea

:..

Right Anwer Percenta. Ansive

28 60(44,16)

.28 8(8,0)

-25 -'44(0,i6).

30 29(23;6)

-- 27 ; 44(37,'7)

26 ...29(13',15) ,

32 60(3,28)

36(32,4) 60(134,25)4 40(32,

4(4,) 50(50,0 36(20,

36(212), 82(86,75)

12(6,6). . 471(26,100).. 45(32,

2'6(22,4) 59(59,57) 41(26,

17,(13,4)" 59(100,25)., '46(38;1

5532,23). ,92(100,82) .*81.(39,4
Mean-

a
Percent who used a table and got the right answer divided Iv the
percent who used atable.

4. The first 'number indicates the .percent for
number the percent for. form. B.

3 9 ( 6 , 1 3 ) 2(19,j1) 69(23,62) .49(31,1

150:

form A and the second
6
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M.' Summary - objectives one through,five." For the fifth-

and4xth-grade students in this field test, nearly every student was

able to read a table. Most students (80%) were able to generate some

entries in two - category tables. Fewer students (67%) were.able to

generate some entries in- three - category tables. -The students in most

cases were 'able to identify appropriate headings for a table. Approx-

with

imately 50 percent of the students obtained a correct solution to

- the problems_ related to' objectives four and five; however,'the per-
9

formance was considerably higher on form)A (60%) tfT on form B (37%).

iv. Further analyses. Two additional analyses are possible

the quiz results. First, the data provided by three teachers

with respect to prbblem card, se)ectionS wiN be examined for a relation-

ship between the number of cards that were attempted and the perfor-
.

mance on the quiz. Next, one teacher's classwas administered the

module quiz without having any experiences with the problem deck.

This .class's.quiz results will be compared to the mean scores for all

the students.

Table 8 on page 131 shows the number of problems attempted for

three.teachers; The students in class 29 attempted '580 problems

while 415 and 379 were attempted i4 the others. Table 14 shows that
u

the perforqpnce of class 29 was greater th0 or equal to both of the

other classes for five of the eight categories. Since most of the

problems in the deck ask the student to complete twii-category tablek

and`cIasS29 attempted the most problems in the deck, it follows that
i

cl s 29 attempted more problems of this type. Problem number two

iks
a s the student to complete ,a two-categam table and Table 14 shows

that class 29 performed conssiderably, higher than the others. This

1
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Table 14

Quiz Results on the First. Four
Problems for Three Teachers

Teacher l(A4)13
Problem Number

1(B4) 2 '43 4A 4B 4C1(1 -3)a

29' 99 100 87 . 82 58 84-. 67 52

28 92 92 90 64 52 80 88 52

08 89 92 83 64 58 .96 74 52

Entries in this Column represent the mean percent of correct
answers for problem-1, part 1-3, on. both forms.

b
11A4) and 1(84) indicate the94th part of number 1, forms A and
B respectively.c,4A - Acceptable titles were entered. ..

. 4B - Some entries were correctry'completed.
4C - correct solution

trend was not present in problem four (4B); however\tbe performance

scores for all three groups are nearly the same. When the corect

solution is the criterion, class 29 performed equally well for problem

number four. Also,, Table 13 shows that clas'29 had a higher percent-

'age of correct solutions than classes 28 and 06 on problems five. The

evidence in Tables 13 and 1.4 shows that for these three teachers the'

class that attempted mere problems in the deck generally performed

higher than the other two: For the eight categories in Table likit

is interesting that the scores for class ?9 are higher than the mean

sco'res for all students on only three categories. Class 29 is primarily

a fifth-grade class and classes .28 and 08 are completely fifth grade.

The grand means.were Calculated with fifth- and sixth-grade classes and

the sixth-graders generally scored higher than the fifth-graders, es-.

\.ecially the sixth-graders tn clys 24. Therefore,,it-appears that
.

among the:fifth-graders, the students that attempted the most problems
,

_in the deck generally performed higher than the students that attempted

152
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fewer problems. Class 05 contains fifth-graders and generally per-

'formed higher than class 29. However, only approximately' 30 percent

of the students in class 05 ai-e fifth-graders while aver 50 percent

are fifth-graders in class 29.

Teacher 09 was. ill for an extended period of time. As a result, they

studentsin his class did not work .at all'with the problem deck%befOre

the module quiz was administered. Table 15 shows that. the mean per-

forma4ce.of the students in clth 09 was higher than'the mean for all

studellits on seven of the eight categories'. However, When
,

the students'

in class 09 are compared to other sixth-graders (Table 16), the mean

performance is higher on only three of the categories and by only one

percentage 'point in each. For the categories in which the mean or the

students in clad 09 is less than the mean for all sixth - graders, the

mean difference:is six percentage pollits. There o e it appears that

.among the sixth-grades, those'students that attempted the problems in

the deck generally performed higher than those students who did not

attempt any of the problems..

Table 15

Quiz Results for One Teacher Who Did
Not Work with the Problem Deck

k ' Problem Nt6ber-
Teacher 1(1-3)a 1(A4)b" 1(B4) 2 3 40 AB 4C

09 99 100 98 94
A

81 92 81 63

Grand.

Mean
for
Teachert

93 9 81 67 90 79 64

4
a

Entries in this column represent the mean percent of correct
answers for problem), part 1-3, on both forms.

b
. .

1(A4) and 1(B4) indicate the 4th part of number 1, forms A and
B respectively.

.
. .,

C 4A - Acceptable 'titles we're _ent d. Ati
4B - Some entries were correet41Noloplek .

4C - correct'solidion



Table 16

Quiz Results for Classes wit4

Sixth-Grade Students.

Problem Numbeir
Tpacher 1V-3) 1(A4) 1(B4)

149.

91 . 81

100 98 74

00.. 94 84

81/ *63

Mean 98 100 100 ...93 97 91 76

v. Summary Of effectiveness. This
4
evaluation

was primarily concerned with ,the students' perform nc -on the module
,

quiz. It is important to mention again that this module is part one

of a two-module sequence. Some of the comments below might no longer

apply if the second half of the sequence were developed.

1. There is some evidence to suggest that the module may,haVe had a

positive effect on'many areas (e.g., attitudes, ability,to solve

. problems using tables,' etc.) (see p. 139).

2. "Reading tables)" may not be anew skill for the fifth- and sixth-

graders (see p. 140).

3. Most:students were able to complete some entries in the two-

...cateOry tables. The three-category tables were, more difficult.

4. Most students wereable to identify appropriate titles for the

Categories pfia table.

Most students did. lot use a table to solve problems when the use

of a. table was not suggested.* However, the perceniage of students

The "use of a table" was determind by examining students' work on
tfie quiz. It is possible that students used tables b9t did not
draw the table onthe Oiz form.

154
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that obtained the correct solution was higher among the students

that did use tables than among the students that did not. This

suggests that the use of a table did help the students to find the

correct solutions to.the problemS.on the quiz.

6. There is evidence that at grade five the students that attemOted

the Most probleMs in the,deck'performed best on theouiz. Also,

there iskridence that at-grade six the students that attempted

some problems in the deck performed better than the students that

did not attempt any problems in the deck. This suggests that

attemptingthe problems in the deck did have.a positive effect on

the performance on the quiz.

4. Summaky and Recommendations

The formative evaluation of Using Tables to Solve Problems was

conducted under the general design of the formative evaluation given

in Chapter A of this report. Data, was collected concerning the three

major questions of the formative evaluations related to the implemen-

tation, organization and content, and effectiveness of the module.

This section will summarize the results' of the evaluation related to

each of the major questions.

a. Implaentation:

. The instructional booklet and the problem dec \were implemented in

i a variet f ways. Every teacher

55

feltthaf his/her methods weee,'

appropri e for his/her studentS.- The recommended teaching prof

cedures gfven,i4 the teachers' Cooklet (see p. 119120) appear to be

one method for using the-module. The teacher's booklet should list
. r

several of the methods that
.
have been used to implement the module.

,s
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2. It appears that the booklet can be used in six days (one'day per

lesson) with most fifth- and sixth-grade Students. Lessons 2 and

3 should be shortened. The problem deck was used for approximately

three weeks prior to administering the module quiz. All classes,

however, did not spend the same amount of time with the problem

deck during the three weeks. Al ough the teachers stated they

could have used more time with,theeck, they felt that their pro-

cedures for implementing the problem deck for three weeks were

adequate preparation for the quiz. The teacher's booklet does not

identify a recommended amount of time for the students to work in

the.deck. Even if there is not a recommended amount of time, some

discussion of this point shodld be included in the teacher's

booklet.*

3. Most of the students were allowed to select their own cards from

the deck. Three teachers reported the card selections with 580,

415, and 379 problems attempted in these classes.. The results

on the module quiz show that the'class that attempted the most

problems generally performed better oh the quiz. The module devel-

opers have not identified a number of problems that should be

attempted at each difficulty level. by students of different ability

leve -Even if such a number is not tO'be identified, some dis-

cussion should belprovided related to the findings of this evalua-

tion concerning the relationship between performance and problem

card selections.*

* This issue is discussed in the revised teacher's module developed
as a result of this report.

1;J



b. Organization and content:.

4. The "introductory" nature of this module and the role of "tablles"

in mathematical problem solving should be discussed in the teacher's

booklet.

5. The teachers had diffiCulty identifying the variety of ways one

1

can generate the entries in the tables. If teachers are to use

this module without the aid of in:service education, the teacher's

notes should proOde a detailed presentation.of the mathematics in

the module.

6. The distinctions between all the problem types should be discussed

in the teacher's booklet.

7. Specific organization and content recommendations are included in

the'section titled "Organization and Content" and in Appendix D.

'c. Effectiveness: The section related to,the "effectiveness"

of this module was primarily concerned with the studentsH)o^formance

on the module quiz. The following comments are related to the effec-

tiveness of the module.

8. Most students were able to complete some entries in the two-

categorytables.The three-category tables were more difficult.

9. Most students did not,use atable"(i.e., draw a table) to solve

a problemwhen the use of a table was not suggested. The quiz

results indicate that the percent of students that obtained the
,

correct 'solution.was higher among the-students that did use tables
'ca-vo,f

than among the students that Oid not:

The teacher feedback and the results of the module quiz provide

evidence of the "introductory" nature of the objectives of this module.

The development of the, second part of this module would be a real

contribiiiion to its potential effectiveness.
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